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Soliton extraction from a bunch of solitons
resulting from pulse breakup by using a nonlinear

optical loop mirror
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We numerically investigated the transmission of a bunch of solitons resulting from the breakup of pulses with
duration of several tens of picoseconds (ps) through a nonlinear optical loop mirror (NOLM) and found that
under some conditions an individual soliton can be extracted. The NOLM selectivity can be adjusted by the
amplification of the bunch of solitons before it is launched into the NOLM. The results demonstrate that an
appropriate choice of the amplification and of the NOLM loop length makes it possible to extract one funda-
mental soliton and to tune the soliton duration. For a particular case of 20 ps input pulses, the duration of the
extracted soliton was tuned in the range between 0.23 and 0.61 ps. We believe that the suggested method can
be useful for producing solitons with desirable duration. © 2009 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 060.4370, 190.4360.
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. INTRODUCTION
ulse shaping, ultrashort pulse formation, and pulse com-
ression are the subjects of numerous theoretical and ex-
erimental investigations. The effect of picosecond (ps)
ulse narrowing in an optical fiber was demonstrated for
he first time by Mollenauer et al. [1]. It was shown that
he compression mechanism is related to the periodic evo-
ution of higher-order solitons. Such pulse evolution can
e used to produce a strong pulse narrowing at the fiber
utput. The inherent drawback of pulse compression is
hat the quality of the compressed pulse is poor since it is
ocated on a broad pedestal. Since then, many results
ave been reported in which the optical pulse-
ompression effect in fibers with anomalous dispersion
as exploited [2–9]. In these papers, a lot of attention was
iven to the reduction of the pedestal from the com-
ressed pulse [3–9]. The inherent proprieties of the non-
inear optical loop mirror (NOLM) make it an attractive
lement for optical switching, pulse formation, and pedes-
al removal. The operation principle of the NOLM relies
n the differential nonlinear phase shift acquired by coun-
erpropagating beams [10]. A fundamental problem of the
OLM is that complete switching occurs for only a por-

ion of the optical pulse since the phase shift follows the
ntensity envelope. One way of avoiding this incomplete
ulse switching is to use optical solitons, because the uni-
orm phase shift that applies to the whole pulse makes
ossible the switching of the entire pulse [11–16].
Shortly after the first publication of the NOLM [10] it

as suggested for pulse shaping applications [17,18]. The
roposed NOLM initially exploits the differential nonlin-
ar phase shift caused by the power difference of the
ounterpropagating beams in the loop. For this purpose
0740-3224/09/071456-7/$15.00 © 2
he coupler in the NOLM has to be imbalanced. The draw-
ack of this configuration is nonzero low-power transmis-
ion that is undesirable for pedestal removal. A
ispersion-imbalanced NOLM with a 50/50 coupler was
uggested [19] and discussed for pedestal suppression
20–22]. The NOLM was also used for simultaneous pulse
ompression and pedestal reduction [23–25]. In [23] ini-
ial pulses of several ps of duration were generated by a
emiconductor laser, amplified, and launched into a
lightly imbalanced NOLM. Such pulses undergo simul-
aneous compression and shaping in the NOLM. As a re-
ult, 250 fs wide pedestal-free optical pulses were gener-
ted. The NOLM loop included weak, controllable
ttenuation to permit precise control of the pulse shape.
he fine optimization of both fiber length and power bal-
nce between the counterpropagating pulses in the loop
as required to generate pedestal-free pulses. Reference

24] studied in detail the optimization of higher-order soli-
on compression in an imbalanced NOLM. With these
chemes a complex optimization procedure was required
o obtain pedestal-free pulses with a hyperbolic-secant en-
elope at the output.

A power-symmetric NOLM design using polarization
symmetry was also proposed [26]. The proposed NOLM
ncludes highly twisted low-birefringence fiber and a
uarter-wave retarder (QWR) in the loop. The purpose of
he QWR is to break the polarization symmetry in order
o obtain a differential phase shift between the counter-
ropagating beams, whereas the power symmetry allows
ero low-power NOLM transmission. The strong twist
auses circular birefringence and decreases undesirable
esidual linear birefringence [27]. It makes the NOLM
ore stable and insensitive to environmental conditions.
009 Optical Society of America
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t was also shown that the twisted fiber works as an ideal
ber when the nonlinear phenomena are used [28]. The

ow-power transmission of the NOLM can be easily tuned
n the range between 0 and 0.5 just by rotation of the
WR. Even when the low-power transmission equals 0,

he critical power at which the transmission reaches the
alue of 1 is reasonably low. The properties of this NOLM
ake it very useful for pedestal suppression [29,30].
It is well known that a bunch of solitons can be formed

s a result of wave breakup when a high-intensity wave
ropagates through a fiber with anomalous dispersion
31]. The wave breakup of cw and long pulses is studied
ntensively in connection with the generation of a super-
ontinuum (see [32] and references therein). Initially, the
ulse breaks up into solitons mainly because of the com-
ination of positive Kerr nonlinearity and anomalous dis-
ersion. Zakharov and Shabat investigated the nonlinear
chrödinger equation (NLSE) [33] and found the power
istribution to which the solitons tend asymptotically in
he final step of the process. From these results, in par-
icular, it follows that the power of the highest soliton
enerated during the pulse breakup process is approxi-
ately four times higher than the power of the input

ulse. This result presents good approximation for large
ariety of the flat input pulses with a big soliton number.
owever, the formation of solitons can be affected by soli-

on collisions, which lead in the presence of intrapulse Ra-
an scattering (IRS) to the red shift of solitons and to the

mplification of red-shifted solitons [34–36]. The experi-
ental investigations with ns long pulses showed that in

he initial stage the spectrum of the bunch of solitons cor-
oborates reasonably well the prediction of the model dis-
ussed in [33] (see [37]). These results show that using
he appropriate power level for the input pulse, we can
btain a bunch of solitons in which the highest soliton has
he desired power and consequently the desired duration.

In this paper we numerically investigate the extraction
f a single soliton from the bunch of solitons generated by
he pulse breakup. For soliton extraction we use a power-
ymmetric NOLM with polarization asymmetry. In previ-
us papers this NOLM design has shown good results for
ulse-shaping applications when the effect of the group-
elocity dispersion (GVD) is negligible. In this work the
OLM is used for the extraction of ps and sub-ps pulses.
e observed that the transmission of a soliton through

he NOLM depends strongly on the soliton duration, and
ts transmission characteristics can be adjusted by some
dditional amplification of the bunch of solitons before it
s launched to the NOLM. It allows the extraction of one
ingle soliton from the bunch of solitons. The optimal
ength of the NOLM loop depends on the duration of the
oliton that we desire to extract. The numerical calcula-
ions show that the optimal loop length has to be equal to
.7 times the dispersion length �LD� of the desired soliton.
s a particular case we used an initial pump pulse with a
uration of 20 ps and peak power of 10 W. For the NOLM
oop we choose a 37 m fiber. The numerical results show
hat with this configuration, it is possible to extract fun-
amental solitons with full width at half-maximum
FWHM) duration �TFWHM� ranging from 0.23 to 0.61 ps.

e believe that the suggested method can be very useful
or producing solitons with desirable duration.
. CONFIGURATION UNDER DISCUSSION
ND CALCULATION PROCEDURE

he configuration under study is depicted in Fig. 1. Fiber
is pumped by an input Gaussian pulse of various ps of

uration in the anomalous dispersion regime where
odulation instability (MI) causes the breakup of the

ump and leads to the formation of a bunch of solitons.
inally, IRS contributes to spectral broadening. According

o [37], after propagation through some initial part of fi-
er, the soliton bunch corresponds to the results of [33]
nd IRS does not play an important role yet. Thus the in-
ut pulse power and the length of Fiber 1 were chosen in
uch a way as to have at the fiber output a soliton bunch
pproximately corresponding to the end of the initial
tage of soliton formation. Under this condition the re-
ulting solitons do not separate well by propagation and
emain inside the initial pulse. Thus the resulting soli-
ons are close spatially and also have close wavelengths.
n calculations we used a linearly polarized 10 W Gauss-
an pulse with TFWHM equal to 20 ps and 1.1 km Fiber 1.
he fiber dispersion is 20 ps/ �nm–km� at 1550 nm, and

ts effective mode area is equal to 81 �m2. These param-
ters correspond to the Corning SMF-28 fiber. The soliton
umber N, defined as the square root of the ratio between
he dispersion and nonlinear lengths [31], is estimated as
3.5 for the input pulse. The resulting bunch of solitons
oming out of Fiber 1 goes through the polarization con-
roller (PC) to convert its polarization state into circular
tate. Then the pulses are amplified by an erbium-doped
ber amplifier (EDFA) and launched into the NOLM. An
dditional Fiber 2 may be connected at the NOLM output.
his fiber allows the increase of the contrast between the
ighest pulse and next one.
The NOLM consists of a symmetrical coupler, a loop

ith highly twisted low-birefringence fiber (Corning
MF-28), and a QWR located asymmetrically in the loop,
hich can be rotated in a plane perpendicular to the fiber.
e consider a fiber twist equal to six turns per meter. The

oop length is chosen equal to 37 m. With this length the
OLM has maximum transmission for the desired soli-

on. It will be discussed in detail later. One important
roperty of the NOLM in this configuration is that the
ransmission can be adjusted very easily. The transmis-
ion can be modified in terms of the ratio between the
aximum and minimum values (contrast) or in terms of

he critical power (the power necessary to produce a non-
inear phase difference of �) through adjustments of the
WR and the polarization state at the NOLM input. For

he particular case of circular input polarization, the con-
rast can be set to any value between 1 and � by manually

ig. 1. Proposed scheme to extract a single soliton using a sym-
etrical NOLM.
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otating the QWR without change of critical power [38].
or this reason the bunch of solitons at the end of Fiber 1

s converted into a circularly polarized beam. The wave-
orm at the NOLM output strongly depends on the gain of
he amplifier inserted at the NOLM input. In our calcula-
ions we changed the amplification in a range between 1.5
nd 7.5.
The principle of the NOLM operation can be described

s follows. The soliton bunch with circular polarization is
aunched into port 1, where the symmetrical fiber coupler
plits the beam into two beams of equal amplitudes trans-
itted through ports 3 and 4 to the loop. The coupler does

ot affect the polarization state, so the beam transmitted
hrough port 3 at the beginning of its propagation is con-
erted into a linearly polarized beam by the QWR and
ropagates clockwise around the loop until it reaches port
. We model the linearly polarized beam as composed by
he sum of two circularly polarized components and cal-
ulate its evolution using the circular polarization basis
or our computations [see Eqs. (1)]. The counterclockwise
eam propagates around the loop, maintaining its initial
ircular polarization. We calculate its evolution with the
ame Eqs. (1) taking the initial condition A−=0. After
assing through the QWR it converts its polarization
tate into linear and reaches port 3. Finally, linearly po-
arized beams are recombined in the coupler. The NOLM
ransmission depends both on the nonlinear phase differ-
nce and on the mutual polarization orientation of the
eams. The mutual polarization of the beams depends on
he QWR orientation. For calculations we used coupled-
ave equations in the following form [39]:

�A+

�z
=

��

2

�A+

�T
− i

�2

2

�2A+

�T
+ i

2

3
���A+�2 + 2�A−�2�A+,

�A−

�z
= −

��

2

�A−

�T
− i

�2

2

�2A−

�T
+ i

2

3
���A−�2 + 2�A+�2�A−,

�1�

here A+ and A− represent the pulse envelope in the
ight- and left-circularly polarized states respectively; z
epresents the physical distance; the parameter �� repre-
ents the difference in group velocities between the left-
nd right-circularly polarized components; �2 is the GVD
arameter equal to −25.5 ps2/km that corresponds to a
ispersion parameter D of 20 ps/ �nm–km� at 1550 nm; T
epresents the physical time in the retarded frame, and �
s the nonlinear coefficient equal to 1.621 W−1/km ob-
ained from the effective area of 81 �m2 and the nonlin-
ar coefficient n2=3.2�10−20 m2/W for a standard silica
ber. Equations (1) are solved numerically with the split-
tep Fourier method. For the NOLM calculation we sim-
lify our treatment by excluding the Raman term, be-
ause its contribution is negligible due to the short length
f the NOLM loop. However, to simulate the pulse evolu-
ion in Fiber 1 and Fiber 2, we include the Raman term in
he NLSE. The modified NLSE takes the form [40]:
�A

�z
+ i

�2

2

�2A

�T
= i���A�2A − TRA

��A�2

�T � , �2�

here A represents the pulse envelope, and TR is the re-
ponse time of the Raman effect. We used the value of TR
qual to 3 fs, a typical value for silica fibers [31].

. SOLITON TRANSMISSION THROUGH
HE NOLM
uppose that fundamental solitons exit from the end of
iber 1. They pass through the PC and convert its polar-

zation state into circular polarization. At this point the
ulses are not solitons because the amplitude of circularly
olarized solitons has to be higher by a factor of 1.5. Then
he pulse entering the coupler is split into two beams of
qual amplitudes transmitted through ports 3 and 4 to
he NOLM loop. In order to obtain soliton propagation in
he NOLM loop, the pulses after the PC are amplified by
he EDFA. For an amplification of 3 times, the counter-
lockwise pulse propagates as a fundamental circularly
olarized soliton, whereas the clockwise pulse forms the
oupled state of two circularly polarized pulses and suf-
ers some compression in the NOLM loop. For an amplifi-
ation of 2 times, the clockwise pulse has power corre-
ponding to the linearly polarized soliton; however, the
ircular birefringence complicates the pulse evolution,
nd the pulse propagates in the loop as two coupled left-
nd right-polarized pulses. The counterclockwise pulse
as an amplitude corresponding to a soliton number N
0.81 and undergoes dispersive effects. Figure 2 shows
ow the NOLM transmission depends on the soliton du-
ation at the end of Fiber 1 for various values of amplifi-
ation of the EDFA. The NOLM configuration consists of a
7 m fiber in the loop. Our calculations have shown that
or an amplification of 3, the transmission calculated as
he ratio between the output and input energies can reach
9.4% when the loop length and the soliton duration are
ppropriately adjusted. In this case the maximum trans-
ission is reached for the soliton duration equal to

.72 ps. The transmission never reaches 99.4% for other
alues of the amplification; however, it can be sufficiently
igh. For an amplification equal to 2, the maximum
ransmission reaches 94.8% at the soliton duration of
.52 ps. For all values of amplification shown in Fig. 2,
he maximum transmission is higher than 85% for ampli-
cation values ranging from 1.5 to 7.5.

Fig. 2. Transmission of solitons through the 37 m NOLM.
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As we can see, the dependence of the transmission on
he soliton duration is very steep and can be changed just
y adjusting the amplification of the amplifier. The maxi-
um of the transmission moves toward longer solitons
hen the amplification grows. For an amplification of 1.5,

he maximum transmission occurs for a soliton duration
f 0.39 ps, and for an amplification of 7.5, the maximum is
t 1.17 ps. The results shown in Fig. 2 suggest that the
est performance can be obtained with an amplification of
bout 3. For lower values of amplification the pulses suf-
er strong dispersive effects that degrade the transmis-
ion, causing low NOLM transmission.

It can be noted that at the amplification of 3, the maxi-
um of the transmission corresponds to the loop length of

�LD for optical pulses that are not significant affected by
he dispersion:

T = �� − 1�2 + �2 − 2��1 − ��cos��
L

LNL
− �1 − ��

L

LNLC
� ,

�3�

here L is the loop length; LNL and LNLC are the nonlin-
ar lengths defined as LNL= ��P0�−1 and LNLC=1.5LNL for
he clockwise and counterclockwise propagating pulses,
espectively; P0 represents the peak power; and � repre-
ents the coupling constant of the coupler, �=0.5 in our
ase. A nonlinear phase shift of � is necessary to obtain
he maximum transmission. In our case, since the coun-
erclockwise pulse propagates with circular polarization,
he induced nonlinear index change has a factor 2/3 lower
han the clockwise pulse. Thus, from Eq. (3) the condition
f maximum transmission corresponds to a loop length of
=2�LNLC. In the case of solitons LD=LNLC, this condi-

ion can be expressed as L=2�LD. The evolution of the
ulses and the differential nonlinear phase shift in the
OLM is more complicated because only the pulse propa-
ating in the counterclockwise direction is a soliton, how-
ver, the numerical calculations show that the optimal
ength to achieve complete transmission has to be equal
o 5.7LD of the corresponding soliton. This feature of the
OLM transmission provides the possibility to adjust the

oop length to obtain maximum transmission for a desired
oliton. Figure 3 shows the numerically calculated opti-
um loop length for solitons with TFWHM ranging from

.1 ps to 1.7 ps.

ig. 3. Optimum loop length to obtain complete transmission
or solitons with TFWHM ranging from 0.1 ps to 1.7 ps. Circles
how the calculated optimum lengths and the curve shows the
pproximation L=5.7L .
D
. SOLITON EXTRACTION
s an illustration, we investigated soliton extraction us-

ng the configuration shown in Fig. 1. We analyzed the
volution of an input Gaussian pulse with 10 W peak
ower and TFWHM equal to 20 ps. The pulse propagates
hrough Fiber 1 where the pulse breakup occurs. Figure 4
hows the output waveform at a distance of 1.1 km. The
nput pulse is also shown in the figure.

The strongest pulse has a sech2 profile, 45.56 W peak
ower, and 1.14 ps duration �TFWHM�. The soliton number
for this pulse is equal to 1.1. For the smaller pulses the

uration ranges from 1.68 to 3 ps, and the soliton num-
ers are estimated to be close to 1. This output waveform
asses through the PC and is amplified by the EDFA. Fig-
re 5 shows the transmitted waveform at the NOLM out-
ut considering different amplifications of the EDFA. For
his particular case the QWR is adjusted to have zero low-
ower NOLM transmission, whereas for higher power lev-
ls the nonzero NOLM transmission reaches the value of
when the nonlinear phase difference reaches �.
The results shown in Fig. 5 can be analyzed using the

ransmission curves from Fig. 2. The output waveform in
ig. 5(a) shows a case in which the transmission is low for
olitons longer than 1 ps. Therefore, only a few percent of
he strongest pulses are transmitted. However, the trans-
ission of the 1.1 ps soliton is 3.6 times higher than for

he next soliton with 1.68 ps duration, and the contrast
etween the strongest and the next pulse is 19. The trans-
itted pulse has the soliton number N=0.32 and TFWHM

qual to 1.1 ps. In Fig. 5(b) the transmission of the 1.1 ps
oliton is still lower than 1; however, its transmission has
ncreased significantly and is about 8 times higher than
he transmission of the next solitons. As a result the
trongest pulse is transmitted with a contrast of 48. Thus
he 3 times amplification allows higher transmission and
igher contrast of the 1.1 ps soliton than in the case of
ig. 5(a). The soliton number of the highest pulse at the
OLM output equals 1.14 and the TFWHM is 0.7 ps. In
ig. 5(c) the transmission of the 1.1 ps soliton is nearly
qual to 1; however, the transmission of longer solitons
lso increases, and the contrast is reduced to 19. The
ighest transmitted pulse has TFWHM of 0.66 ps and soli-
on number equal to 1.63. For the waveform shown in Fig.
(d) the transmission of the 1.1 ps soliton is nearly the
ame as in the case of Fig. 5(c); nevertheless, the trans-
ission of longer solitons increases, resulting in the de-

ig. 4. Input (thin solid) and output (thick solid) waveforms
rom Fiber 1.
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reasing of the contrast. The soliton duration at the fiber
utput is equal to 0.56 ps with a soliton number of 1.67.
he pulse energy of the transmitted pulses in Figs.
(a)–5(d) is 5.38, 106.15, 225.73, and 277.67 pJ, respec-
ively.

An important feature that we can see from Fig. 5 is
hat the amplitude of the unwanted pulses is low, and the
orresponding soliton number for such pulses is lower
han 1. In the presence of anomalous dispersion, both dis-
ersion and nonlinear effects play an important role. For
ow-intensity pulses �N	1�, dispersion effects dominate
nd give rise to pulse broadening. For pulses with higher
oliton number �N
1� the nonlinearity dominates, and
he pulse experiences a narrowing effect defined by the in-
ut power. It was also shown that if the pulse does not
orrespond exactly to an optical soliton for N in the range
etween 0.5 and 1.5, the pulse adjusts its shape and
idth as it propagates along the fiber and evolves into a

undamental soliton. [41,42]. Taking advantage of this
roperty, the quality of the transmitted pulses can be im-
roved by employing at the NOLM output an additional
ber used as dispersive nonlinear medium. The purpose
f the additional fiber is to disperse the amplitude of un-
anted pulses and to form a fundamental soliton. In the

alculations the pulses at the NOLM output are launched
nto a 100 m Fiber 2, whose parameters correspond to the
orning SMF-28 fiber. Figure 6 shows the output pulses

rom Fiber 2 considering the transmission of the pulses at
he NOLM output shown in Fig. 5.

The dispersion effect in the fiber improves the contrast
etween the highest and the next pulse by reducing con-
iderably the amplitude of unwanted pulses. However,
he energy of unwanted pulses keeps constant as a con-
inuous background. This limitation can be effectively
vercome by employing an additional NOLM to remove
he low-level background component. The contrast
chieved for the output pulses in Figs. 6(b)–6(d) corre-
ponds to 125, 28, and 18, respectively. For these cases,
he pulse with soliton number higher than 1 undergoes a

ig. 5. Transmitted waveforms at the NOLM output consider-
ng different amplifications of the EDFA: (a) 1.5, (b) 3, (c) 4.5, and
d) 6.
ulse compression effect followed by a self-frequency
hift. The transmitted pulses have a sech2 profile; soliton
umbers of 1.06, 1.01, and 0.99; and TFWHM equal to 0.61,
.29, and 0.23 ps, respectively. However, the energy of the
ulses is reduced to 102.38, 196.52, and 240.24 pJ, respec-
ively. The difference in energy is due to the fact that the
oliton number of the pulses before being transmitted
hrough Fiber 2 does not correspond exactly to an optical
oliton, and as a result part of the pulse energy is trans-
erred as a dispersive wave that does not form a soliton.
he time–bandwidth product for such pulses is 0.38, 0.36,
nd 0.32, respectively, which is close to the transform-
imited value of 0.315 of a hyperbolic-secant pulse.

The above results suggest that by employing this
ethod, the amplification of the EDFA plays an impor-

ant role to obtain the highest quality pulse at the output.
s a consequence, an optimum amplification can be ex-
ected to yield the maximum contrast between the de-
ired and unwanted pulses. With the aim of analyzing
ow amplification influences the process, we calculated
he ratio between the energy of the desired and remaining
ulses. Figure 7(a) shows the ratio between the energy of
he desired and remaining pulses, and Fig. 7(b) shows the
ower ratio between the peak power of the strongest
ulse and the next one.

ig. 6. Output pulses from the 100 m Fiber 2 considering the
aveforms at the NOLM output shown in Fig. 5. (a) Strong dis-
ersive effect for low-amplitude pulses. (b–d) Dispersive and non-
inear effects improve the quality of the transmitted pulse,
chieving higher contrast and forming a fundamental soliton.

ig. 7. (a) Energy ratio between the energy of the desired and
he remaining pulses. (b) Power ratio between the peak power of
he strongest pulse and the next one.
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From Fig. 7 it can be seen that the maximum energy
atio is achieved for an amplification of 2.6, whereas the
aximum power ratio is achieved with an amplification of

.1. However, for an amplification of 2.6 the power ratio is
ecreased by just a few percent. For values of amplifica-
ion lower than 2.6 the power and energy ratios drop
bruptly, because low amplification causes low-intensity
ulses that propagate along the NOLM loop, and as con-
equence dispersion effects strongly degrade the contrast.
or amplifications values higher than 3, the energy ratio
nd the power ratio decrease due to the shift of the
OLM transmission maximum to longer solitons. As a re-

ult, unwanted pulses benefit from higher transmission.
owever, amplification values between 3 and 6 produce

easonably good results. A significant portion of the en-
rgy is contained in the desired pulse, and the power ratio
ould be higher than 18. From these results we can see
hat the soliton duration can be changed from
.23 ps to 0.61 ps just by properly adjusting the amplifi-
ation of the EDFA. Hence, one can set the system such
hat only the desired soliton will be transmitted. We be-
ieve that the suggested method can be very useful for
roducing solitons with desirable durations to be applied
o the study of nonlinear phenomena in optical fibers.

. CONCLUSIONS
e investigated numerically the transmission of a bunch

f solitons resulting from pulse breakup through a NOLM
nd found that under some conditions a fundamental soli-
on can be extracted. For the particular case of a 20 ps in-
ut Gaussian pulse of 10 W peak power, the results dem-
nstrate that the NOLM exhibits a selective transmission
hat is strongly dependent on the soliton duration, the
OLM loop length, and the amplification of the solitons
efore being launched into the NOLM. Therefore, one can
et the system such that only one desired soliton will be
ransmitted. The results show that by properly selecting
hese parameters it is possible to obtain high contrast at
he NOLM output. The contrast obtained in a 37 m
OLM configuration for our particular case was 45. How-

ver, the contrast and the pulse quality can be improved
y employing an additional fiber used as dispersive non-
inear medium at the NOLM output. The additional fiber
isperses the amplitude of unwanted pulses and contrib-
tes to form a fundamental soliton. As a result, with the
roposed configuration it is possible to improve the con-
rast up to 125 and to obtain fundamental solitons of
ub-ps duration. Besides, an important property of the
ystem is that we can tune the soliton duration at the out-
ut in the range between 0.23 ps and 0.61 ps by only
hanging the amplification of the EDFA. We believe that
he suggested method can be useful for producing funda-
ental solitons with desirable soliton durations.
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